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787 Polycarbonate FloorCodeTM Streamline

Description: This polycarbonate material is specifically designed for floor 
marking applications where human readable and barcoded information is 
needed. FloorCode™ Streamline 787 has a clear, velvet finish that reduces 
glare, and can be cleaned with general purpose cleaners. The strength of 
polycarbonate protects labels against heavy traffic and yet is thin enough 
to avoid becoming a tripping hazard. 

FloorCode™ Streamline is easy to install, and instructions are also provided. 
It is important to thoroughly clean the floor with a general purpose cleaner 
and to let the surface dry. Avoid application over floor seams, joints or other 
markings that may deteriorate.

For ultimate bonds, we recommend that FloorCode™ Streamline 787 
overlays be at least 1/2 inch larger (on all four sides) than the label beneath 
and that the labels you use also have a very aggressive adhesive. It is 
important to apply pressure to the laminate (such as using body weight). If 
you need to remove Floor-Code™ Streamline, simply place a small scraper 
blade under the  laminate strip and pull up at a 180° angle.

If  label material is needed, EIM offers white polyester or retro-reflective (for long distance scanning) to pair with the 
FloorCode™ Streamline. Consult The Label Experts for more information. 

Facestock Adhesive Liner

Type Polycarbonate Acrylic Kraft Paper

Color Velvet Clear Clear White

Caliper 5 mil 2 mil 4.3 mil

Min. 
Application Temp. - 32°F (0°C) -

Service Temp. 
Range - -40°F to 212°F 

(-40°C to 100°C) -

Total Caliper 12 mil

787 Polycarbonate FloorCodeTM Streamline

Temperature Humidity Shelf Life
Recommended 

Storage Conditions 70°F(21°C) 50% R.H. Two Year

Labels that Last

NOTE:  Due to the variety of application conditions, Electronic Imaging Materials strongly encourages the end-
user to do thorough testing of all label products under consideration to make sure they will meet the  
application requirements.


